Evolutionary constraint facilitates interpretation of genetic variation in resequenced human genomes
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Here, we demonstrate how comparative sequence analysis facilitates genome-wide base-pair-level interpretation of individual genetic variation and address two questions of importance for human personal genomics: first, whether an individual’s functional variation comes mostly from noncoding or coding polymorphisms; and, second, whether population-specific or globally-present polymorphisms contribute more to functional variation in any given individual. Neither has been definitively answered by analyses of existing variation data because of a focus on coding polymorphisms, ascertainment biases in favor of common variation, and a lack of base-pair-level resolution for identifying functional variants. We resequenced 575 amplicons within 432 individuals at genomic sites enriched for evolutionary constraint and also analyzed variation within three published human genomes. We find that single-site measures of evolutionary constraint derived from mammalian multiple sequence alignments are strongly predictive of reductions in modern-day genetic diversity across a range of annotation categories and across the allele frequency spectrum from rare (<1%) to high frequency (>10% minor allele frequency). Furthermore, we show that putatively functional variation in an individual genome is dominated by polymorphisms that do not change protein sequence and that originate from our shared ancestral population and commonly segregate in human populations. These observations show that common, noncoding alleles contribute substantially to human phenotypes and that constraint-based analyses will be of value to identify phenotypically relevant variants in individual genomes.

[Supplemental material is available online at http://www.genome.org. All sequences can be retrieved from the NCBI Trace Archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/trace.cgl) using the search string CENTER_NAME = “SHGC” and SPECIES_CODE = “HOMO SAPIENS”.]

As the sequencing of human genomes becomes routine, a growing challenge is how to assess the functional consequences of the genetic variation carried by a given individual. Of the >3 million variants present in any given human genome (Levy et al. 2007; Bentley et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2008; Kim et al. 2009; Mardis et al. 2009; McKeran et al. 2009), only a small fraction are expected to be phenotypically relevant (Kimura 1983; Ng et al. 2008; Mardis et al. 2009); among those that are, there is a great range in the degree to which they contribute to phenotype (Boyle et al. 2008). Therefore, to fully leverage the benefits of genome-wide variation data, methods for detecting and evaluating functional variants across the entire genome are required, as is an improved understanding of the nature of functional human genetic variation.

One strategy for identifying potentially important genetic variants is to focus on polymorphisms that fall into regions that have well-defined molecular functions, such as protein-coding exons. Several methods exist to estimate the impact of non-synonymous changes on protein function, using data on the physicochemical properties of amino acids, three-dimensional structures and enzymatic functions of proteins, as well as sequence conservation (Sunyaev et al. 2001; Ng and Henikoff 2003; Stone and Sidow 2005; Chun and Fay 2009). However, many critically important functions are found outside protein-coding exons, as hypothesized more than 30 yr ago (King and Wilson 1975) and proven to be true in many functional and computational studies of the human and related genomes (Lander et al. 2001; Venter et al. 2001; Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium 2002; The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007). In particular, elements involved in the regulation of transcription and in the processing and control of RNA transcripts play important cellular and developmental roles, and in some cases mutations within them contribute to disease (e.g., Orkin et al. 1982; Hata et al. 2007; Hirose et al. 2008; Verlaan et al. 2009). Indeed, it is likely that restricting analysis of human variation to coding sequences alone will overlook the majority of functional variants present in the human genome. In comparison with coding exons, however, comprehensive experimental identification of the majority of human non-coding functional elements remains largely elusive, despite large-scale efforts such as ENCODE (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007). Consequently, computational and experimental interpretations of the functional impact of noncoding variation have been weaker than that of coding variation, and alternative approaches for assessing noncoding functional variation need to be devised.
Motivated by the relative lack of a comprehensive annotation of noncoding elements, many genomes have recently been sequenced with the goal of generating comprehensive annotations for human or model organisms (e.g., Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium 2002; Kellis et al. 2003; Drosophila 12 Genomes Consortium 2007; Margulies et al. 2007). Concomitant with the increases in comparative data, methodologies have been developed that identify evolutionarily constrained noncoding sequences in the target genomes (Cooper et al. 2005; Siepel et al. 2005; Asthana et al. 2007a; Margulies et al. 2007). Three major lines of evidence suggest that these strategies are successful in identifying functionally important regions, despite an inability to comprehensively and precisely define their molecular functions. First, large fractions of noncoding constrained elements have been shown to be functional in vivo, driving expression of reporter genes in zebrafish (Woolf et al. 2005) and mouse embryos (Pennacchio et al. 2006; Visel et al. 2008), as well as human cell lines (Cooper et al. 2006). Second, a wide variety of functional categories of sequence, including transcripts, protein–DNA binding sites, and DNase hypersensitive sites, among others (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2007), harbor strong signatures of evolutionary constraint. Third, polymorphisms are depleted from human conserved noncoding sequences and are present at reduced allele frequencies, suggesting that negative selection inferred during mammalian evolution has persisted during recent human demographic history (Drake et al. 2006; Asthana et al. 2007b; Chen et al. 2007; Katzman et al. 2007). The present study addresses the relative importance of coding versus noncoding variation in humans.

Also important to personal genomics is the extent to which an individual’s functional variation comes from common versus rare alleles. Much functional variation is expected to be deleterious, and therefore purifying selection is likely to reduce the frequency of alleles in functional sequences relative to alleles in neutrally evolving regions (Drake et al. 2006; Asthana et al. 2007b; Katzman et al. 2007; Lohmueller et al. 2008). On the other hand, functional polymorphisms may be able to reach high frequencies in modern human populations, either through weakened negative selection caused by demography (Marth et al. 2004; Lohmueller et al. 2008) or positive selection (Akey et al. 2004; Bustamante et al. 2005; Pickrell et al. 2009). To date, the majority of variants identified in association studies are common alleles predicted to have very modest effects (Bodmer and Bonilla 2008; McCarthy et al. 2008), although medical resequencing studies make a case for the strong functional impact of rare alleles (e.g., Ahituv et al. 2007; Romeo et al. 2007). Thus, there is debate over whether the functional variation carried by an individual is likely to be comprised of a large number of common variants interacting with each other and the environment or a smaller number of rare variants with more dramatic effects (Gibbs 2005; Bodmer and Bonilla 2008; McCarthy et al. 2008).

Here, we show that high-resolution comparative sequence analyses shed light on genome-wide personal genetic variation without requiring prior annotation by functional assays and without biasing against noncoding variation. We use evolutionary constraint as a metric to first stratify each base in the human genome according to its potential functional significance, and then use this as a framework to interpret single nucleotide variation present in the human population and in recently sequenced genomes. We employed two relevant data sets. To obtain data enriched for variation at constrained sites, we resequenced 575 short regions containing constrained elements in a sample of 432 individuals from five populations, from both coding and noncoding sequence. The depth of this sample allowed us to ascertain rare polymorphisms with high accuracy and also permitted us to conduct an in-depth comparison of functional variation between individuals from multiple geographically distinct populations. We then applied our analysis genome-wide to three published individual sequences (a Yoruba [Bentley et al. 2008], a Chinese [Wang et al. 2008], and a Caucasian American [Levy et al. 2007]), to obtain a more comprehensive view of the functional variation in individual human genomes and to understand the overlap in putatively functional coding and noncoding variation among individuals of diverse ancestry.

### Results

#### Ascertainment of variation in regions harboring constrained elements

To obtain a high-quality data set enriched for potentially functional variation, we identified 575 short regions (74–1427 bp, median 463 bp) in which there is a deficiency of evolutionary variation, using genomic evolutionary rate profiling (GERP) (Cooper et al. 2005) on mammalian multiple sequence alignments (Margulies et al. 2007). These include 100 regions with demonstrated promoter activity in a luciferase reporter assay (Cooper et al. 2006). We then sequenced these putatively functional, constrained elements (CEs) in 432 individuals from five distinct geographic locations: two African populations (the Yoruba from Nigeria and the Luhya from Kenya), two Asian populations (Han Chinese and Japanese), and the Centre d’Etude du Polymorphisme Humain (CEPH) Utah population representing the European population (Table 1, see Methods). Since most CEs are smaller than the PCR amplicons used to capture them, most sequenced regions also contain flanking neutral DNA. In aggregate, the sequenced sample comprises approximately equal proportions of neutral and constrained sites.

To quantify the importance of rare functional polymorphisms compared with common ones, we needed to ascertain rare polymorphisms with high accuracy. To this end, candidate single nucleotide variants (SNVs) were confirmed through visual inspection of sequence reads, yielding a total of 2573 sites with SNVs (Table 1). After quality control and filtering, 516 regions encompassing 227,252 bp were analyzed. For 2214 variants in these regions we inferred the derived allele by comparison with chimp and baboon and obtained a derived allele frequency (DAF) spectrum (Fig. 1A).

#### Table 1. Summary of SNV and indel data for each population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Individuals</th>
<th>SNVs</th>
<th>Private alleles</th>
<th>Indels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YRI</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1362</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHB</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPT</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEU</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>772</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWK</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1327</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overallb</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>2573</td>
<td>1482</td>
<td>1021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aSNVs found in a single population.
bSNVs in the rarest class, those found on only one chromosome in a single individual.

*One Yoruba and one Japanese individual were dropped from the analysis after resequencing (see Methods).*

*The numbers of SNVs and indels are less than the sum of the numbers of SNVs and indels found in each population, as SNVs and indels may be segregating in more than one population.*
The DAF spectrum is strongly skewed toward rare alleles, with 1537 SNVs occurring at a DAF of 1% or less (Fig. 1A), providing evidence that rare variation was more successfully captured than in previous studies of functional variation on fewer individuals, in which the skew is much less pronounced (Drake et al. 2006; Katzman et al. 2007; Bhangale et al. 2008; Lohmueller et al. 2008).

Selection against variation at constrained sites

For each site in an alignment, GERP calculates a "rejected substitution" (RS) score, so called because it is the estimated amount of evolutionary variation that was "rejected" by past negative selection (see Methods). These site-specific scores are a quantitative measure of evolutionary constraint, with higher scores corresponding to greater constraint. For each site in each of the ENCODE Pilot regions, we calculated an RS score based on alignments containing 24–26 mammalian sequences (Margulies et al. 2007). We find a strong negative trend between the RS score at a given position and the DAF for polymorphisms at that site (Fig. 1B), illustrating the impact of negative selection on derived alleles at evolutionarily constrained sites. This trend largely disappears when comparing DAF and the RS of sites adjacent with SNVs (Supplemental Fig. S1), highlighting the ability of GERP to enrich at the nucleotide level for sites under selection. The same effect is also seen in the normalized DAF spectrum, in which the proportion of SNVs that have low allele frequencies (e.g., <1%) is higher for sites with high RS, and SNVs that have higher allele frequencies (e.g., between 1% and 50%) are increasingly underrepresented as RS increases (Fig. 1C).

Similarly, the RS spectrum shifts toward neutral sites as allele frequency increases (Fig. 1D; g-test, $P = 2.76 \times 10^{-12}$; degrees of freedom = 10), and the number of SNVs at constrained sites in all DAF bins is less than expected by chance, including in the rarest DAF class (<0.125%); 1 SNV in >800 chromosomes) (Supplemental Fig. S2). These results, which are consistent across all five study populations (Supplemental Figs. S3, S4), demonstrate that site-specific estimates of evolutionary constraint can be used to enrich for functionally deleterious variation and that SNVs across the entire derived allele frequency spectrum have been subject to recent purifying selection.

In addition to our resequencing data from the ENCODE Pilot regions, we also obtained SNVs from the genomes of three individuals: J. Craig Venter, a Caucasian American male (Levy et al. 2007); an anonymous Chinese male (Wang et al. 2008); and an anonymous Yoruba male (Bentley et al. 2008). To account for the fact that the human reference sequence contains many polymorphisms found in the wider human population, we compared each individual genome with the others and with the human (hg18) and chimpanzee (panTro2) reference sequences to identify additional sites in which each individual harbored a derived allele. This provided us with a data set of 3.2–3.6 million sites in each individual (Supplemental Table 1) that are polymorphic in this sample (the three individuals plus hg18) and carry a derived allele.

We obtained site-specific constraint scores (RS) for each site in the human genome using the mammalian sequences from 44-way vertebrate MULTIZ/TBA alignments for each human chromosome (http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/multiz44way/).

**Figure 1.** Derived allele frequency (DAF) compared with evolutionary constraint. (A) DAF spectrum of all SNVs. Each category is one percentile DAF. Note the much higher number of SNVs with 0%–1% and 1%–2% DAF compared with the rest of the data. (B) Mean DAF as a function of RS score. Sites with RS > 0 are binned by increasing level of constraint. (C) Proportion of sites of the indicated DAF within each of five RS bins. Bars of each RS bin add up to 1 but are organized by DAF to facilitate visual comparison between the RS bins. The greater the RS of a site, the rarer is its derived allele. (D) Proportion of sites within the indicated RS bins at sites of rare, intermediate to common, and very common DAF. The greater the DAF, the more SNVs avoid constrained sites.
These data are the deepest chromosome-level mammalian species alignments available to date, with ~42% of the human genome aligned to a depth of at least two substitutions per site (Fig. 2A). We classified sites with $RS > 2$ as evolutionarily constrained, which captures ~8.9% of the human genome, a value similar to recent estimates of the portion of the human genome that is selectively conserved among mammals (Siepel et al. 2005; Asthana et al. 2007a; Margulies et al. 2007). In all three individuals, variation at constrained sites is significantly suppressed: The most evolutionarily constrained bases harbor over 35% fewer SNVs than expected (Fig. 2B; Supplemental Table S1), with the depletion of variation correlating with the level of constraint. This demonstrates that negative selection has acted against variation at constrained sites throughout the human genome and throughout human population history, leaving behind a strong signature that can be detected in any given human genome.

Relative contribution of common and rare alleles to functional variation

While the majority of the total variation in any given individual is known to be common (The International HapMap Consortium 2005; Frazer et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008), we find that polymorphisms at constrained positions are more likely to be rare (Fig. 1). This prompted us to ask whether common alleles also dominate putatively functional variation, as the large number of rare alleles in the resequencing data from the 432 individuals provides the power to compare the contributions of rare and common variants with the functional variation carried by a given individual. In the average individual at constrained sites, high-frequency alleles (DAF > 25%) contribute more than 80% of all homozygous derived genotypes (Fig. 3A) and more than 50% of total derived alleles (Fig. 3B).

The sizeable proportion of currently segregating functional variation originating from common derived alleles suggests that a large portion of this variation may be shared among populations. To test this hypothesis, we quantified the amount of variation at constrained sites per individual coming from global (found in all five sampled populations), somewhat restricted (found in two to four populations), or population-specific (found in one population only) variants. Within a given genome, global SNVs contribute over 20 times more derived alleles at constrained sites (Fig. 3C) than do population-specific variants. Thus, while alleles at neutral sites are more likely to be shared between populations than alleles at constrained positions (Fig. 3A,B), shared variation nevertheless contributes to the majority of observed functional variation as well.

A possible consequence of the fact that a large amount of an individual’s functional variation comes from alleles that are shared between populations is that individuals in different populations may carry similar amounts of functional variation. Indeed, we find that the average number of derived alleles affecting evolutionarily constrained sites carried by African individuals is virtually indistinguishable from that carried by European or Asian individuals (Supplemental Fig. S5). Consistent with the effects of demographic history and analyses of nonsynonymous SNVs (Lohmueller et al. 2008), Europeans and Asians have a greater proportion of derived alleles at constrained sites in the homozygous state (Supplemental Fig. S6). If one assumes all derived alleles are recessive, variants at constrained sites would be expected to have a greater functional impact on European and Asian individuals than on African individuals. Since the ascertained functional variation is enriched for deleterious alleles, this would imply that Europeans and Asians also carry a higher genetic load (Lohmueller et al. 2008). However, if the degrees of dominance of the derived alleles in our data set range from completely recessive to completely additive, the implication would instead be that geographically disparate humans with considerably different demographic histories would harbor similar amounts of functional variation, and thus carry a similar genetic load.

For a genome-wide view of the degree to which putatively functional variation is shared among individuals with different geographic origins, we returned to the three previously described genome-wide SNV data sets. We detected a considerable amount of overlap in SNVs at constrained sites between individuals, ranging from 41% (SNVs in the Yoruba individual found in Venter) to 57% (SNVs in Venter found in the Chinese individual) (Fig. 3D). As expected, the Chinese individual and Venter shared more variation with each other than with the Yoruba individual (Marth et al. 2004; The International HapMap Consortium 2005; Frazer et al. 2007). However, even in the Yoruba individual, over 50% of SNVs at constrained sites are shared with one or both of the other two individuals, with this percentage rising to ~70% in the Caucasian and the Chinese individuals (Fig. 3D,E). Thus, we conclude that unrelated individuals from geographically and genetically distant

---

**Figure 2.** Variation and evolutionary constraint in three personal genomes. (A) Coverage of the human genome by mammalian alignment depth (solid line) and level of constraint (broken line). (B) Ratio of the number of SNVs observed in the three individual genomes at sites within the given RS score range to the number expected, given the distribution of RS scores across the human genome.
populations share a substantial amount of putatively functional variation.

Relative functional importance of variation at coding and noncoding sites

To examine how SNVs at constrained sites could be affecting function, we divided SNVs into three categories: those that result in nonsynonymous substitutions; variants within exons that do not alter the primary protein sequence but that may affect transcript stability or translation (i.e., synonymous substitutions and untranslated regions [UTRs]); and those that are outside of exons (intronic and intergenic). We find that noncoding sites dominate putatively functional variation in all three individuals. In the human genome as a whole, 82% of sites with RS > 2 are intronic or intergenic, but in each individual, >90% of SNVs affecting sites with RS > 2 are intronic or intergenic (Fig. 4A). Of the ~6% of SNVs in each individual that affect sites within mature transcripts that have RS > 2, roughly a third cause amino acid replacements (Fig. 4A). While the proportion of nonsynonymous SNVs increases as the constraint threshold moves from RS > 2 to RS > 4, >90% of variation is still accounted for by SNVs that do not change protein sequences (Fig. 4A). Although the importance of nonsynonymous SNVs is well known (Bustamante et al. 2005; Boyko et al. 2008; Ng et al. 2008), our data show that the vast majority of an individual’s functional variants do not result in amino acid replacements.

The sites we identify as constrained are a mixture of truly constrained sites and neutrally evolving sites that appear constrained by chance (Cooper et al. 2005; Eddy 2005).
discovery rate (FDR) is dramatically higher for noncoding sequence than it is for coding sequence, this could explain the preponderance of noncoding SNVs we observe at constrained sites in an individual’s genome. To investigate this possibility, we employed a Poisson model to predict the distribution of RS scores at neutrally evolving nonexonic sites, which gave an estimated FDR of 65% at sites with RS > 2 (Supplemental material). However, an FDR of >90% at sites with RS > 2 for noncoding sequence coupled with a FDR of zero for coding sequence would be required for an individual to have an equal number of functional coding and noncoding variants. Furthermore, two observations suggest that false positives are unlikely to account for the observation that most functional variants are noncoding. First, we note that many studies using a variety of neutral models have concluded that at least 5% (Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium 2002; Rat Genome Sequencing Project Consortium 2004), and more likely 7%–10% (Siepel et al. 2005; Asthana et al. 2007a; Margulies et al. 2007), of the genome is under constraint, and an RS > 2 only captures 8.9% of the genome. Second, at more strongly constrained sites, those with RS > 4 (1.6% of the genome), ~92% of the SNVs in an individual genome are noncoding (Fig. 4A), and we estimate an FDR of at most 13% at this threshold (Supplemental material). We conclude that a decisive majority of variants at functionally constrained sites in human genomes is noncoding.

Noncoding SNVs also predominate our deep ENCODE resequencing data, despite this data set being enriched for exons and for rare alleles (Fig. 1A). Of the 918 SNVs affecting mildly to strongly constrained positions (RS > 1), 78 are nonsynonymous substitutions and 840 are synonymous or noncoding (Fig. 4B; Supplemental Table S2). Noncoding variants are particularly prevalent among sites with weaker constraint, but even among the most constrained positions (RS > 3, N = 323), 82.3% of variants are synonymous or noncoding (Fig. 4B; Supplemental Table S2). We note that 258 of these 323 variants have a DAF of <1% and that selection against variation at constrained sites is consistent across all annotation categories (Supplemental Fig. S7). At the individual level, >90% of such putatively functional variation comes from noncoding sites, with most individuals harboring only a very small number of nonsynonymous changes (Fig. 4C). Thus, noncoding variation consistently outnumbers coding variation at comparable levels of constraint, even in a sample dominated by rare variants and even among the most constrained sites.

**Discussion**

This work provides an in-depth analysis of functional human variation at the individual level, encompassing both coding and noncoding sites and rare and common alleles. The results support two conclusions about the nature of human functional variation. First, an individual’s phenotype is heavily influenced by SNVs that do not change protein sequence. Second, functional variation in a given genome is dominated by polymorphisms inherited from our shared ancestral population and remaining at significant
frequencies in many modern-day human populations. By focusing on variation at the individual level, our findings provide two key insights that are directly relevant to future strategies for analysis of normal phenotypic variation and disease.

First, while the average deleteriousness of a nonsynonymous SNV may be greater than that of a noncoding or silent functional SNV (Boyko et al. 2008; Lohmueller et al. 2008; Ng et al. 2008), the sheer number of noncoding SNVs even among the most constrained sites indicates that they are likely to make a major contribution to the phenotype of a generally healthy individual, even when a large FDR for constrained noncoding sites is considered. It is worth noting that an analysis of the results of published genome-wide association studies revealed that 88% of trait or disease-associated SNVs are found outside of coding exons (Hindorff et al. 2009), a figure that is consistent with the proportion of SNVs at constrained sites within an individual that are noncoding (Fig. 4). This suggests that explicit and implicit reliance on the discovery of coding SNVs will overlook many important human variants.

Second, functional variation is dominated by common alleles that are shared between populations. As association studies have the highest power when causative alleles are also at high frequencies and present in multiple cohorts for the replication of associations (Boodmer and Bonilla 2008; McCarthy et al. 2008), genome-wide approaches for detecting statistical associations between alleles and phenotypes may yet be able to identify many functionally important alleles, particularly as resequencing efforts expand to more comprehensively define common but low-frequency variants (i.e., 1%–10%) (McCarthy et al. 2008; Siva 2008; http://www.1000genomes.org). Our observation that well over 90% of potentially functional derived alleles within an individual come from SNVs with a DAF > 5% (Fig. 3B) indicates common variants shared among populations may collectively explain a large amount of functional variation between individuals. This is consistent with the intuition that, despite some phenotypic differentiation that correlates with geography (such as skin color), within-population variance of multiple morphological and physiological traits is similar among different populations.

Given that noncoding function is particularly difficult to investigate experimentally with base-pair-level resolution, and given that most functional variation in an individual is noncoding, comparative analyses of the sort we describe will be important when the sequencing of individual genomes becomes routine. They will facilitate comprehensive assessment of the potentially functional variation independent of annotation or allele frequency. Evolutionary constraint may also be of use in the fine-mapping of causative alleles after an association has been found for a particular genomic region or tagging SNV. Likewise, in parts of the genome with evidence for strong and recent selective pressure (Akay et al. 2004; Bustamante et al. 2005; Pickrell et al. 2009), measures of constraint could help to identify the selected variant, as such regions tend to be depleted of both functional and neutral variation (Cai et al. 2009).

However, there are some caveats to consider. SNVs with greater functional impact are more likely to be rare than neutral variants. This implies that the ascertainment of rare variation and of lesions other than SNVs, which are fewer in number but affect more bases (Kidd et al. 2008), remains important, particularly for extreme phenotypes and severe diseases (Romeo et al. 2007; Bodmer and Bonilla 2008; McCarthy et al. 2008; Mardis et al. 2009; Ng et al. 2009). On the other hand, given that SNVs with lesser functional impact are more likely to be common, many of the functional alleles carried by an individual may alone have small effects that are difficult to detect through an association study. Additionally, not all sites we identified as constrained are functional. As mentioned previously, some neutral sites may appear to be constrained simply by chance (Cooper et al. 2005; Eddy 2005), while other sites may have been functionally constrained during mammalian evolution but have more recently lost function in the human or ape lineages. Conversely, there are some functional sites in the genome that cannot be detected through comparative means, either because of limited alignment depth at these sites or because the function they perform is limited to a subset of the mammalian tree containing human (Cooper and Brown 2008). Nevertheless, by focusing on constrained sites one can obtain a set of SNVs that is highly enriched for functional variants.

The clear and strong signal of negative selection on variation affecting evolutionarily constrained sites suggests that, with additional comparative sequence and the increased power it would bring over what was available for our study, a large fraction of putatively functional variation can be identified in sequenced personal genomes. But until genome-wide resequencing is more economical, it would be logical to construct the next generation of genotyping tools to include alleles of common and intermediate frequency at sites that are more likely to be functional, i.e., those that are evolutionarily constrained. We estimate that the pool of human variation harbors about 1,000,000 polymorphisms that affect strongly constrained sites and have a global DAF > 1%, a number well within the capacity of modern genotyping platforms. Because most functional variants predate the geographic diversification of humans, such tools would be generally applicable and help uncover the genetic basis of normal phenotypic variation regardless of ethnicity.

Methods

DNA resequencing in the ENCODE Pilot regions

Five-hundred-seventy-five regions (74–1427 bp, median length 463 bp) containing CEs along with flanking neutral DNA were PCR amplified from a panel of 432 individuals from five populations: Yoruba from Ibadan, Nigeria (Yoruba; 121 individuals); Luhya from Webuye, Kenya (Luhya; 90 individuals); CEPH Utah (Utah; 75 individuals); Han Chinese from Beijing (Chinese; 73 individuals); and Japanese from Tokyo (Japanese; 73 individuals) (see Supplemental Methods). All individuals were unrelated. Equal numbers of males and females were resequenced. A complete list of samples, including the Coriell catalog ID for each sample, is given in Supplemental Table S6. A complete list of the Coriell plates from which our samples were obtained is given in Supplemental Table S7.

In total, 247,748 sites were resequenced. All sequencing reads were visually inspected for quality and acceptable reads were assembled for each resequenced region using phrap v.990319 (Ewing and Green 1998; Ewing et al. 1998). SNVs were identified using PolyPhred 5 (Stephens et al. 2006), and all SNV and indel calls were confirmed by visual inspection of the sequencing traces using consed (Gordon et al. 1998). Sequencing was performed at the Stanford Human Genome Center. SNVs and indels that could not be genotyped in at least 80% of the individuals in every one of the five sample populations were discarded. Two individuals were removed from the study, as genotyping of these individuals failed at >20% of loci.

The derived allele for each SNV was identified by comparison to the aligned position in baboon and chimp. SNVs at positions where the sequence differed between baboon and chimp, or where data were missing for one of the species, were removed from further analysis. Likewise, regions without at least one SNV for which
the derived allele could be ascertained were also excluded. See Supplemental Methods for the details of our SNV filtering process. After filtering, 2214 SNVs and 134 indels in 516 regions totaling 227,252 bp in length remained. The DAF spectrum of the 2214 SNVs is strongly skewed toward rare alleles with 1537 SNVs occurring at a DAF of 1% or less (Fig. 1A).

Whole-genome variation data
SNV data for Craig Venter’s genome were downloaded from the J. Craig Venter Institute (JCVI) public FTP site (ftp://ftp.jcvi.org/pub/data/hurel/), and for the anonymous Chinese individual from the Beijing Genome Institute (BJI) website for the YanHuang Project (http://yh.genomics.org.cn/download.jsp). SNV data from the anonymous Yoruba individual were obtained from Illumina. Within each individual, we considered only the sites where that individual carried at least one derived allele. Derived and ancestral alleles were identified via comparison to the chimpanzee genome.

About 1% of the sites in the human reference sequence (hg18) differ from the chimpanzee reference sequence (panTro2) (The Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005). Many of these sites are due to substitutions that have fixed in the human or chimpanzee lineages (The Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005), but some of the apparent differences between hg18 and panTro2 are due to sites that are polymorphic in humans and at which hg18 happens to contain the derived allele. The SNVs available for each of the individual genomes were obtained through comparison to hg18 (Levy et al. 2007; Bentley et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2008), so if an individual happens to be homozygous for the derived allele at a site that is polymorphic in the human population but where hg18 also carries the derived allele, that site will not be detected as polymorphism in that individual. To uncover such “hidden” SNVs, we compared all sites with SNVs from all three individual genomes to each other and to hg18 and panTro2 to uncover additional sites in each individual that were polymorphic in this sample (the three individuals plus hg18) and that carried a derived allele. This comparison revealed an additional 200,000 to 500,000 polymorphic sites harboring derived alleles in each individual, creating a final data set of 3.2–3.6 million SNVs per individual (Supplemental Table S1).

Measurement of evolutionary constraint
In the ENCODE Pilot regions, CEs were initially identified in multiple alignments of ENCODE Pilot regions using GERP 1.0 (Cooper et al. 2005) with default parameters. During the course of sequencing these regions, deeper alignments, containing 24–26 mammalian sequences, became available, affording greater resolution, and an improved version of GERP (2.1) (http:// mendel.stanford.edu/SidowLab/downloads/gerp/index.html) was used to obtain the site-specific RS scores. Multisequence alignments for each of the 44 ENCODE Pilot regions constructed using the Threaded Blockset Aligner (TBA) program (Blanchette et al. 2004), and the September 2007 ENCODE sequence data freeze were used as input for GERP. In this set of alignments, the nonhuman sequences were reordered to be syntenic with the human sequence, such that all human bases are present in each alignment and have at most one aligned nucleotide from each other species. Further details about the alignments can be found in Margulies et al. (2007). We processed these alignments by removing all nonmammalian species and any species that had extensive gaps or was missing sequence for >50% of the ENCODE Pilot regions. To make the human sequence continuous, we removed from the alignment any positions that were gapped in human. The expected RS score of a neutral site is zero. In our alignments the maximum possible RS score is 4.22, reflecting the depth of the neutral tree relating the aligned sequences. The branch lengths of the neutral tree were calculated using fourfold degenerate sites.

To obtain site-specific constraint (RS) scores for as much of the human genome as possible, we used GERP 2.2 with 44-way MULTIZ/TBA alignments, downloaded from the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser FTP site (ftp://hgdownload. cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/multiz44way/). All nonmammalian sequences, as well as the human sequence, were removed from the alignment, and only sites where at least three mammalian species remained were used to calculate RS scores. Approximately 42% of the human genome was aligned with a depth sufficient for detection of sites having a RS score > 2 (Fig. 2A). All sites that were not aligned to any other mammals or were aligned at an insufficient depth (<0.5 substitutions/site) were given an RS score of zero. The maximum RS score possible from the 44-way alignments is 5.82.

Genome annotations
Annotations from the “knownGenes” track were downloaded from the from the UCSC ENCODE browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/downloads.html) for version hg18 of the human genome. Each base was annotated as belonging to a coding exon, an intron, or a UTR, or as intergenic if it did not fall into any of these three categories. All SNVs in coding exons were further divided into nonsynonymous and synonymous.

All statistical analyses were conducted using R (http://www. r-project.org/).
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